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Public welfare means, acting to do something for 
the betterment of the public. The content of public 
welfare should not only be helping others, but in 
addition, promoting healthy living ideas and the 
notion of practicing charity for others.

In recent years, people have been more and more 
yearning for a healthy and happy life, and very 
concerned about health conditions. In accordance 
to such social needs, Canon (China), organized 
“community,i-care" activities, taking advantage 
of Canon's own medical imaging equipment and 
technology for those living in the cities to bring more 
awareness to their health and create a more caring 
environment. At the events, community residents 
had their optical health assessed by local doctors 
using Canon’s non-mydriatic fundus camera, while 
the digital cameras were also used in some areas 
to assist in holding photography-related classroom 
lectures and other enriching activities. These 
activities were warmly welcomed by community 
residents, just because it’s concept of caring about 

Promoting Great Health Concepts

Preface

both physical and mental health resonated with the 
expectation of the residents.

Canon (China)’smind of holding the “community,i-
care" activities was not in just hoping to foster 

assisting their physical examinations, but rather 
in hoping that through the advantages of our 
technology, products and solutions, we could 
advocate healthier and more positive ways to 
work and live through the event, and this happy 
and progressive spirit would be shared with their 
families, friends, colleagues, classmates and even 
the greater society around them in hopes that 
society could form a "great health", or enjoyable 
positive energy. In practicing Canon’s public 
philosophy in the process, we could alwayscome 
up with the new public service modelsand ideas. 
In our “community,i-care" activities, Canon has 
taken the lead in using cutting-edge non-mydriatic 
fundus camera and other medical equipment for 
welfare activities, while simultaneously setting a 

higher standard for public service initiatives.

Canon, a company based on community,  is 
continuously relying on the support of all branches of 
society. It is by virtue of this support, founded often 
through sincerity and gratitude, that we will expand 
the scope of our public service initiatives to target 

precisely our previously stated hope, that we can 
develop public welfarefrom the bottom of ourheart.

Until now,“community,i-care" activities have already 
been in active in Shenyang, Nanjing, Xi'an and 
Guangzhou, while also being organized in various 
forms in other as well. For our next step, Canon will 
draw upon lessons learned from previous public 
welfare initiatives while continuing to expand the 
scope of our activities to be held in even more cities 
in hopes that the majority of community residents will 
be able to better understand the concepts of health 
that are promoted by Canon, and continue being 
encouraged by our positive attitudes.

Hideki Ozawa

   
President and CEO of Canon (China)
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Canon (China) Holds Clean-Up Activities in Zhengzhou

On September 6th, Canon (China) launched its "Power Saving" environmental awareness in the workplace activity within the 
company using internal network to make announcements, calling on all staff to pay more attention to their work styles and weed out 
energy wasting habits that can occur in our "energy-saving blind spots", such as turning off the computer monitor when leaving for 
lunch breaks, or remembering to switch off the lights, air conditioner or other power supplies when leaving a conference room. Also 

environmental protection attitudes while encouraging staff to form betters habits in order to save energy and resources.

Canon(China) Calls on Staff to Save Power

On August 12th, Canon (China)’s Zhengzhou Branch staff volunteers took to the streets of Zhengzhou to 
carry out public clean-upcampaign that included cleaning public facilities and picking up litter that had been 
strewn in public areas. During the clean-up activities, volunteers also took the opportunity to invite people to 
sign on the banners to show their commitment to promoting public awareness, and encourage taking action 
to help maintain a beautiful and clean urban environment. Those who participated in the activities also 
received exquisite gifts from Canon (China)’s Zhengzhou Branch as tokens of thanks.

Canon’s "Finance through Imaging" Helps to Improve Banking Services

On September 5th, Canon (China) showcased its "Finance through Imaging" at the China International Exhibition on Financial (Banking) Technology & 
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"Canon Image Bridge" Project Creates "Asian Culture Trip" for Hope 
Primary Schools together with Foreign Students 
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Following the five activities held at Hope Primary School in Hebei, Chongqing, Guangzhou, Dalian, 
Hangzhou, staff volunteers of “Canon Image Bridge" charity project together with students from Russia, 
Thailand and Myanmar, traveled to the Tianjin Canon Hope Primary School as well as the Qingdao 
Shiyuan Hope Primary School in September, 2013, to start lighting a new horizon with fantastic images 
and foreign cultures for the kids.

The principals at the Hope Primary Schools expressed their deep gratitude to the “Canon Image Bridge" 
volunteers and great expectations to the foreign students joining the cultural exchange this year. 
Director of Brand Communications of Canon (China) Ms. Lu Jie stated that, "This year's 'Canon Image 

love through images, but also the knowledge that can broaden kids’ horizons and improve their social 
skills, and help them have a better understanding for Asian countries’ cultures. Also we hope that these 

may foster friendship and peace among nations."

the kids their own cultural backgrounds, and photos from their peers of various different Asian countries. 
The kids wrote comments for these photos and shoot their own photos about their campus and school 
life for showing to their peers abroad.

During the activities one child, moved all of the volunteers deeply by saying, "Thank you big brothers 
and big sisters! I’d like you to be able to come every day, because I have a lot of questions to ask. 
There are so many fruits and festivals I've never heard of, and so many beautiful places I’d never seen 
before. I’d like to go to your countries and see them. I must study hard and grow up so I can go around 
the world!" Yongle, from Thailand, also said, "'Canon Image Bridge' activities have allowed me to see a 
different, moving, China, as well as these lovely children. It also let me witness the process of passing 
on love through images and I will try to garner more opportunity to take part in these public activities 
while striving for the kids to do more."

Basic Responsibility Global CanonSpecial Topic
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On September 7th, Canon (China)’s Nanjing 
Branch of employee volunteers, together with 
a famous photography training teachers and 
an ophthalmologist came to the Bamboo Park 
Community in Nanjing, to hold a health activity for 
residents there.

"Achieving both Physical and Mental Health” 
was the subject of the event. During the event, 
more than 50 elderly residents had their fundus 
photography taken by nursing staff using Canon 
non-mydriatic fundus camera, and got health 
counsel ing from the ophthalmologist  based 
on the fundus photography. According to the 
ophthalmologist, eye-fundus blood vessel is 
one of the only parts from which we can directly 
observe the microcirculation status, so through 
a clear fundus photography, we can have early 
screening for hypertension, arteriosclerosis, 
diabetes and other endocrine diseases. Especially 
the elderly are suggested to have regular fundus 
examinations.

Special Topic
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Canon’s “community,i-care"  Works to Make Communities Healthy

Beside the fundus photography, Canon (China) 
also invited a photography teacher Chaoliang Cui 
to hold a Theory and Practice of Photography 
lecture. Residents who attended the lecture were 
able to touch and try Canon's latest digital SLR 
camera to shoot photographs. In order to allow 
residents to fully experience the fun you can have 
with the cameras, Canon inkjet printers were also 
on the scene and used under the guidance of 
volunteers to make fun and creative prints.

Canon (China)’s Nanjing Branch DirectorMr. Asao 
Masatoshi was committed to full participation as a 
volunteer to the activities and stated at the event, 
“Over the years, Canon (China) has insisted on 
the strategy of using imaging technology to help 
relieve social problems that we see today. We 
are taking strides with Canon cameras to record 
moving beauty, and Canon printers are printing 
joyful imagery that can be shared with family 
and friends. Canon's medical devices can bring 

more healthy and positive way to work and live."
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On September 13th, Canon (China)’s Beijing Branch’s employee volunteers came to a 
continuing care community in Beijing’s Shuangjingarea to hold a photography activity for the 
elderly.

In order to stimulate the passion and love of photography in the elderly, and to help older people 

Chinese photographer and visual artist Haipei Zhang to provide the elderly attendees a lecture 
entitled "Your First Hour as A Photographer.” After the lecture, an old man who has been loving 
photography since he was young

tookhis cameras and shared photographic skills with Canon volunteers in good fun.

The activities and experiences were part of a warm welcome for the elderly attending, and 
everyone using the printers to print out the incredibly vivid and beautiful photos was amazed. 
Using the printers, the Canon volunteers each made an environmentally themed and framed 
photo frame as a gift for each of the elderly at the event.

At this event, both the elderly in attendance and the staff shared a passion for photography. One 
of the volunteers involved in activities said, "We hope that our activities can enrich the lives of 

Canon (China)’s Beijing Branch Organizes “Care for the Elderly”

Special Topic
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Canon (China) has, since its inception, been operating in good faith through 
the principle of doing positive things. None of our business activities violate 
ethical corporate behavior rules, nor do our pursuits of the interests lead to 
misconduct. In business activities, we provide correct and honest information to 

publicity.

In order to better establish the concept of strong business integrity in the 
company, Canon (China) established its ZD (Zero Dishonesty) team to take 
up propaganda operations and serve employees by sharing legal compliance 
information, as well as that regarding honest business practice, fairness 
in competing claims and to collect feedback from all staff members on our 
business integrity.

In September, Canon (China) held a campaign for ZD that lasted two weeks. 
During our ZD publicity week, Canon introduced over our Intranet, "The Story of 
Our Internal Controls" series, during which a new story was shared every day 
to explain our company’s awareness in detail to Canon’s internal staff, and was 
supplemented by posters. This created an environment in which both visual 
and auditory tools were used to promote attention to Canon’s ZD campaign. 
Besides, a ZD online compliance training system was also designed for 
employees to better understand, which requires all employees to be logged into 
the system to perform.

In order to increase employees’ awareness of laws and regulations, Canon 
is holding lectures, group discussions and online training programs to 
spread awareness of the laws to everyone and will take compliance as 
each employee's basic work conduct. Additionally, Canon (China) has been 
issuing information covering all kinds of national policy in a timely manner 
through presentations and meetings. These are being introduced to relevant 
departments. And paying taxes in accordance with the law has always been 
Canon (China)’s principle and honor.

Doing Honest Business

Basic Responsibility
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In  2005, Canon (China) establ ished the qual i ty  management system, 
environmental management system and occupational health and safety 

and effectiveness. This, in addition to ensuring the validity of the certification, 
also aims to find where company management system could improve further. 
And, Canon (China)’s system administration undergoes yearly the company's 
internal audit to carry out targeted objective aimed at solving the problems found 
by the external audit while giving top priority to the overall improvement of the 
company's objectives. Every year, Canon (China) also organizes departments 
whichare not the object of external audit to carry out self-check about related 
checkpoints in order to promote the company's management system to undergo 
continuous improvement and progress in compliance and other areas.

Internal and External Audit System Boosts Canon Self-Improvement Practices

Basic Responsibility Global CanonSpecial Topic
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Canon sponsors “Photography Summer Camp”for disadvantaged minority children in Taiwan

Beholding its corporate philosophy of “Kyosei”, for years Canon Marketing(Taiwan)Co.Ltd (Canon Taiwan for short), continuously spreads its love and care to 
all regions of Taiwan. This summer, Canon Taiwan partners once again with “World Vision Taiwan”, sponsoring 35 units of PowerShot A2600 digital cameras 
to “Children Photography Camp” at World Vision Taiwan, so that every child can learn to record the beauty of their native land through digital camera.

This year, 105 of disadvantaged minority children from remote mountain areas were selected by World Vision Taiwan as part of the Children Photography 
Team. The summer camp was held on 3 separate weekends during August, in the mountain areas of Nantou, Kaohsiung and Hualian. Not only providing the 
equipment of cameras but also the volunteer teachers were arranged, to help the children to learn how to use photo composition and photography technique 

through actual practice and action.

Basic Responsibility Global CanonSpecial Topic
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Happy Birthday, Tree!

Employees of Canon Marketing(Phil ippines).
Inc (Canon Philippines for short), together with 
representatives from the Philippine Information 
Agency (PIA), Pil ipinasNatin!, Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), 
La Consolaction College-Manila, and the Armed 
Forces of the Philippines gathered on July 21, 
2013 at La Mesa Forest Park for the kickoff of the 
Happy Birthday, Tree! Project.

Happy Birthday, Tree! is a group initiative to 
raise public awareness of tree consumption 
in the Philippines. An attempt to advocate for 
environmental conservation and preservation, this 
project challenges the Filipino people to plant tree 
seedlings respective to their ages for this year, 
and plant one tree every year they celebrate their 
birthday.

This project is in support of Canon’s environmental 
corporate social responsibil i ty (CSR) banner 
program, Canon Green Nation which aspires to 
promote environmental awareness as well as its 
conservation.

“For years, Canon has proactively encouraged 
its employees and stakeholders to partake in 

Canon printed 1000 large photos calling to preserve the national heritage

On 19th June Canon Marketing Vietnam (Canon Vietnam for short) , in association with the Ho Chi 
Minh City Cultural Heritage Association (under the Vietnam Cultural Heritage Association, VCHA) 
and Vietnam Heritage Magazine launched a contest titled “Vietnam Heritage Photo Awards 2013” to 
celebrate the ninth Vietnam Heritage Day on November 23, 2013.

This is the second time Canon Vietnam has joined hands with VCHA to stage the contest. In addition to 
sponsoring the awards and covering the expense of the contest, Canon will be responsible for printing 
1,000 large pictures for exhibition across the country. These will hopefully encourage the community 
preserve and promote national heritage values.

The press conference was healthily attended by journalists and heritage experts from the government.

000 large pictures for exhibition across the country. These will hopefully encourage the community preserve and promote national heritage values.

The press conference was healthily attended by journalists and heritage experts from the government.

Global Canon
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environment conservation. We call for everyone’s 
engagement to partake in this cause since we 
believe that it is everyone’s obligation to take 
care of this place we live in,”said Manager of 
Canon Philippines Corporate Communications 
Department Ernalou del Rosario.

Basic Responsibility Global CanonSpecial Topic
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